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Abstract
We study the relationship between singularities of finite-dimensional integrable systems and singu-
larities of the corresponding spectral curves. For the large class of integrable systems on matrix poly-
nomials, which is a general framework for various multidimensional spinning tops, as well as Beauville
systems, we prove that if the spectral curve is nodal, then all singularities on the corresponding fiber
of the system are non-degenerate. We also show that the type of a non-degenerate singularity can
be read off from the behavior of double points on the spectral curve under an appropriately defined
antiholomorphic involution.
Our analysis is based on linearization of integrable flows on generalized Jacobian varieties, as well
as on the possibility to express the eigenvalues of an integrable vector field linearized at a singular
point in terms of residues of certain meromorphic differentials.
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1 Introduction
This paper is an attempt to explain the relation between two major research directions in the theory of
finite-dimensional integrable systems. One direction is the study of singularities of integrable systems,
and the other one is construction of explicit solutions using algebraic geometric methods. Despite the
fact that both theories exist for more than thirty years, there is obviously a lack of interaction between
them. While it is, in principle, understood that singularities occur when the algebraic curve used
to derive explicit solutions (the so-called spectral curve) fails to be smooth, almost nothing is known
beyond this. In particular, it is not known what kind of singularities of integrable systems correspond
to different types of curve singularities. Our paper can be regarded as a first step in this direction.
The study of singularities of integrable systems is an active research area receiving an increasing
attention in the last few years. As is well known, the phase space of a finite-dimensional integrable
system is almost everywhere foliated into invariant Lagrangian submanifolds (with the latter being tori
in the compact case or open dense subsets of tori in the algebraic case). However, this description
breaks down on the singular set where the first integrals become dependent. Although the set of such
singular points is of measure zero, singularities are important at least for the following reasons:
• The most interesting solutions (such as equilibrium points, homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits,
stable periodic solutions, etc.) are located on singular fibers.
• As compared to generic trajectories, solutions lying in the singular set usually admit simpler
analytic expressions (theta functions of smaller genus or even elementary functions). Roughly
speaking, singularities play the same role in finite-dimensional integrable systems as do finite-gap
and multisoliton solutions in integrable PDEs.
• Many analytic effects (such as Hamiltonian monodromy) are determined by the structure of
singular fibers.
• In the case of an algebraically integrable system, singularities are related to degenerations of
Abelian varieties.
Local properties of singularities of integrable systems were studied, in particular, by J. Vey [46],
H. Ito [24], L.H. Eliasson [18], and E. Miranda and N.T. Zung [31]. Besides, there has been a lot of
activity in the study of topology of singular fibers (see, e.g., the review [12] and references therein).
As a result, by now there exists quite an accomplished theory that classifies main types of singularities
for integrable systems. However, there exist almost no efficient techniques for describing singularities
of particular systems, and except for several examples (see, for instance, recent works [8, 13, 35]),
singularities of multidimensional systems have not been understood.
In the present paper, we study singularities of integrable systems from the point of view of algebraic
geometry. The algebraic geometric approach to integrable systems is based on the observation that
most interesting examples of such systems can be written as Lax equations with a spectral parameter,
that are equations of the form
d
dt
Lpλq “ rLpλq, Apλqs,
where Lpλq and Apλq are elements of the loop algebra of a matrix Lie algebra, or, more generally,
matrix-valued meromorphic functions on CP1 or another Riemann surface. The advantage of the Lax
form is that it enables one to apply algebraic geometric methods for proving complete integrability
and deriving explicit solutions. The key idea of this approach is to consider the curve tpλ, µq P C2 |
detpLpλq ´ µIdq “ 0u, known as the spectral curve. Then a classical result says that under certain
additional assumptions the Lax equation linearizes on the Jacobian of the spectral curve. For further
details, see, e.g., the reviews [16, 17, 22, 38].
Nowadays, the algebraic geometric framework based on the notion of a Lax representation is con-
sidered as the most standard approach to integrability. This method has proved to be very powerful
not only for constructing new examples and explicit integration, but also for studying topological prop-
erties of integrable systems (see, in particular, [4, 6]). The goal of the present work is to show that
singularities also fit into this algebraic geometric picture in the most natural way.
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A well-known principle in the theory of integrable systems says that if the spectral curve is smooth,
then so is the corresponding fiber of the system. Accordingly, if one aims to study singularities of an
integrable system, then it is necessary to consider singular spectral curves. It is natural to conjecture
that spectral curves with generic, i.e., nodal, singularities correspond to non-degenerate singularities of
the system. Non-degenerate singular points of integrable systems are analogous to Morse critical points
of smooth functions. In particular, they are stable under small perturbations and are linearizable in
the sense that the Lagrangian fibration near a non-degenerate singular point is symplectomorphic to
the one given by quadratic parts of the integrals. Furthermore, any non-degenerate singularity can be
locally represented as the product of standard singularities of three possible types: elliptic, hyperbolic
and focus-focus. The complete local invariant of such a singularity is the so-called Williamson type of
the point, a triple pke, kh, kf q of non-negative integers being the numbers of elliptic, hyperbolic and
focus-focus components in this decomposition (see Section 2.1 for precise definitions). Also note that
the notion of type is only defined in the real case. For complex-analytic systems, there is essentially
only one type of non-degenerate singularities (similarly to how Morse critical points of different indices
become the same after complexification).
The main result of the present paper, which we make precise in Theorems 3.3 and 3.14 below, is
the following
Theorem 1.1. For polynomial matrix systems, nodal spectral curves correspond to non-degenerate
singular fibers. In the real case, the type of a non-degenerate singularity is determined by the behavior of
double points of the spectral curve under the antiholomorphic involution coming from the real structure
of the system.
Polynomial matrix systems are natural integrable systems on finite-dimensional coadjoint orbits
in the loop algebra of gln. These systems were studied, among others, by P. Van Moerbeke and
D. Mumford [45], A.G. Reyman and M.A. Semenov-Tian-Shansky [36, 37], M. Adler and P. Van Moer-
beke [2, 3], M.R. Adams, J. Harnad, and J. Hurtubise [1], A. Beauville [9], and L. Gavrilov [20]. Note
that polynomial matrix systems can be regarded as some kind of universal integrable hierarchies,
and many familiar systems, including the geodesic flow on an ellipsoid, the Euler, Lagrange and Ko-
valevskaya tops, as well as their various multidimensional generalizations, can be obtained as restrictions
of polynomial matrix systems to appropriate subspaces.
Example 1.2. The Euler-Manakov top [30] can be obtained as a restriction of a polynomial matrix
system to the twisted loop algebra associated with the Cartan involution of gln. The Lagrange top is
per se an example of a polynomial matrix system, see Section 7.2 below. The Kovalevskaya top can
be obtained as a restriction of a polynomial matrix system to the twisted loop algebra associated with
the Cartan involution of so3,2, as explained in [10].
Example 1.3. Beauville systems [9] are obtained from polynomial matrix systems by means of Hamil-
tonian reduction. For this reason, Theorem 1.1 holds for Beauville systems as well.
There is an evidence that a statement similar to that of Theorem 1.1 is true for even more general
integrable systems. We confine ourselves to polynomial matrix systems solely for the purpose of self-
consistency and conciseness of the exposition. At the same time, our techniques are applicable for
a large variety of systems. Note that for more general integrable systems, Theorem 1.1 should be
understood rather as a guiding principle than a precise statement (similarly to the above-mentioned
principle saying that the smoothness of the spectral curve implies the smoothness of the corresponding
fiber). In particular, in many examples the spectral curve carries several antiholomorphic involutions,
and thus the statement of Theorem 1.1 should be refined to take all these involutions into account.
For instance, this is always so for systems which linearize on a Prym variety. This situation will be
discussed in detail in a separate publication (joint with K. Aleshkin, in preparation).
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 for polynomial matrix systems is based on linearization of Lax equations
on generalized Jacobian varieties (see Lemma 5.1 below), as well as on the possibility to express the
eigenvalues of a Lax flow linearized at a singular point in terms of residues of appropriately defined
meromorphic differentials (Lemma 5.11). This technique for studying singularities via generalized Ja-
cobians develops in particular the approach of M. Audin and her collaborators [4, 5, 6], L. Gavrilov [19],
and R. Inoue, T. Yamazaki, and P. Vanhaecke [23].
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We illustrate Theorem 1.1 with two concrete examples. The first one (shift of argument systems,
Section 7.1) generalizes recent results of T. Ratiu and D. Tarama [35]. The second example is the
Lagrange top (Section 7.2). In this case, we use Theorem 1.1 to give a geometric interpretation of
classical results.
We note that this paper deals with local properties of singularities (i.e., non-degeneracy and
Williamson type) only. Some applications of algebraic geometry to the semi-local singularity theory
(i.e., description of singular fibers) can be found in [21, 23, 25, 26]. More degenerate, i.e., non-nodal,
singular spectral curves are also beyond the scope of the present paper. Such curves should, in general,
correspond to degenerate singularities. Note that in contrast to singularities of smooth functions and
maps, there exists no classification of degenerate singularities of integrable systems (and such a theory
is seemingly beyond reach). However, we conjecture that for algebraic geometric integrable systems
(i.e., systems which admit a Lax representation and linearize on the Jacobian of the spectral curve)
degenerate singularities can be described in terms of singularities of plane curves (which are well-
understood). A construction of such a correspondence between curve singularities and singularities of
integrable systems is, in our opinion, a very interesting and important problem.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially supported by the Dynasty Foundation Scholarship
and an NSERC research grant. The author is grateful to Konstantin Aleshkin, Alexey Bolsinov, Boris
Khesin, and Askold Khovanskii for fruitful discussions and useful remarks.
2 Main definitions
2.1 Integrable systems, non-degenerate singularities, and real forms
In this section, we give a formal definition of integrability and also discuss singularities and real forms
of integrable systems. Note that although all systems considered in the paper are defined on Poisson
manifolds, it will be convenient for us to introduce all definitions in the symplectic setting. Since every
Poisson manifold is foliated into symplectic leaves, these definitions extend to the Poisson case in a
natural way.
Let M be a real analytic or complex analytic manifold endowed with an analytic symplectic struc-
ture ω. Denote the space of analytic functions on M by OpMq. This space is a Lie algebra with respect
to the Poisson bracket associated with the symplectic form ω.
Definition 2.1. Let M be a real analytic or complex analytic symplectic manifold of dimension 2n.
1. An integrable system H on M is a commutative Lie subalgebra of OpMq such that the space
dHpxq :“ tdHpxq | H P Hu Ă Tx˚M has the maximal possible dimension n for almost every
x PM .
2. A point x PM is called singular for an integrable system H on M if dim dHpxq ă n. The number
dim dHpxq is called the rank of the singular point x. The number n ´ dim dHpxq is called the
corank of x.
3. A fiber of an integrable system H is a joint level set of all functions H P H. A fiber is called
singular if it contains at least one singular point, and non-singular otherwise.
By the classical Arnold-Liouville theorem, each non-singular fiber of an integrable system H is a
Lagrangian submanifold of the ambient manifold M (moreover, any connected component of a compact
non-singular fiber is a Lagrangian torus). Singular fibers are, on the contrary, in general not manifolds,
however their structure is still not too complicated, provided that all singularities on the fiber satisfy
the non-degeneracy condition that we introduce below.
Let H be an integrable system on a symplectic manifold M . For any H P H, let XH “ ω´1dH be
the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field. Assume that a point x P M is singular for the system H,
and let H P H be such that dHpxq “ 0 and thus XH “ 0. Take such H, and consider the linearization
of the vector field XH at the point x. This is a linear operator DXH : TxM Ñ TxM . Note that since
the vector field XH is Hamiltonian, we have DXH P sppTxM, ωq, where
sppV, ωq :“ tD P EndpV q | ωpDξ, ηq ` ωpξ,Dηq “ 0@ ξ, η P V u
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is the symplectic Lie algebra. Furthermore, since for any H1, H2 P H we have rXH1 ,XH2s “ 0, it follows
that rDXH1 ,DXH2s “ 0, i.e. tDXH | H P H; dHpxq “ 0u is a commutative subalgebra of sppTxM, ωq.
Now, consider the space XH :“ tXHpxq | H P Hu Ă TxM , and let XKH Ă TxM be its orthogonal
complement with respect to ω. Then, using once again the commutativity of H, we get that XH Ă XKH
(i.e., the space XH is isotropic), so the form ω descends to the quotient XKH {XH, turning the latter
into a symplectic space. Furthermore, all operators DXH , where H P H and dHpxq “ 0, also descend
to XKH {XH. Denote the collection of these descended operators by DH. This is, by construction, a
commutative subalgebra of sppXKH {XH, ωq.
Definition 2.2. Let x P M be a singular point of an integrable system H. Then x is called non-
degenerate if the associated subalgebra DH Ă sppXKH {XH, ωq is a Cartan subalgebra.
It turns out that the classification of non-degenerate singular points for integrable systems coincides
with the classification of Cartan subalgebras in the symplectic Lie algebra, considered up to conjugation.
In particular, in the complex case all Cartan subalgebras are conjugate to each other, and there is
essentially only one type of non-degenerate singularities.
Theorem 2.3 (J. Vey [46]). Let H be a holomorphic integrable system on a complex symplectic manifold
M , and let x P M be its non-degenerate singular point of rank r. Then there exists a Darboux chart1
pp1, q1, . . . , pn, qnq centered at x (i.e., pipxq “ qipxq “ 0) such that each H P H can be written as
H “ Hpf1, . . . , fnq, where
fi “
«
pi for i ď r,
piqi for i ą r.
Moreover, there exist functions H1, . . . ,Hn P H such that det pBHi{Bfjp0qq ‰ 0.
From the geometric point of view, Theorem 2.3 means that near a non-degenerate singular point
the Lagrangian fibration of M by joint level sets of functions H P H is locally symplectomorphic to
the direct product of a non-singular fibration and several copies of the nodal fibration defined by the
function pq in the neighborhood of the origin 0 P pC2,dp^ dqq.
In the real case, not all Cartan subalgebras are conjugate to other, but there are finitely many
conjugacy classes described as follows. Assume that t Ă sp2mpRq is a Cartan subalgebra, and let ξ P t
be a generic element. Then the eigenvalues of ξ (in the fundamental representation) have the form
˘α1
?´1, . . . ,˘αke
?´1 , ˘β1, . . . ,˘βkh , ˘γ1 ˘ δ1
?´1, . . . ,˘γkf ˘ δkf
?´1 ,
where αi, βi, γi, δi P R, and ke, kh, kf are non-negative integers satisfying ke ` kh ` 2kf “ m. The
triple pke, kh, kf q is the same for any regular ξ P t and is called the type of the Cartan subalgebra t.
According to J. Williamson [47], two Cartan subalgebras of sp2mpRq are conjugate to each other if and
only if they are of the same type.
Definition 2.4. The Williamson type of a non-degenerate point x is the type of the associated Cartan
subalgebra DH Ă sppXKH {XH, ωq.
Note that for every non-degenerate point x of corank k and type pke, kh, kf q, one has
ke ` kh ` 2kf “ k .
The numbers ke, kh, kf are called the numbers of elliptic, hyperbolic, and focus-focus components re-
spectively.
The following result is a real-analytic version of Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 2.5. Let H be a real analytic integrable system on a symplectic manifold M , and let x PM
be its non-degenerate singular point of rank r and type pke, kh, kf q. Then there exists a Darboux chart
1In what follows, we say that pp1, q1, . . . , pn, qnq is a Darboux chart if the symplectic form ω written in this chart has the
canonical form ω “ dp1 ^ dq1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dpn ^ dqn.
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pp1, q1, . . . , pn, qnq centered at x such that each H P H can be written as H “ Hpf1, . . . , fnq, where
fi “
»——————–
pi for i ď r,
p2i ` q2i for r ă i ď r ` ke,
piqi for r ` ke ă i ď r ` ke ` kh,
piqi ` pi`1qi`1 for i “ r ` ke ` kh ` 2j ´ 1, 1 ď j ď kf ,
pi´1qi ´ piqi´1 for i “ r ` ke ` kh ` 2j, 1 ď j ď kf .
Moreover, there exist functions H1, . . . ,Hn P H such that det pBHi{Bfjp0qq ‰ 0.
From Theorem 2.5 it follows, in particular, that near a non-degenerate singular point, the singular
Lagrangian fibration associated with H is locally symplectomorphic to a direct product of the following
standard fibrations:
1. a non-singular fibration given by the function p in the neighborhood of the origin in pR2,dp^dqq;
2. an elliptic fibration given by the function p2`q2 in the neighborhood of the origin in pR2,dp^dqq;
3. a hyperbolic fibration given by the function pq in the neighborhood of the origin in pR2,dp^ dqq;
4. a focus-focus (or nodal) fibration given by the commuting functions p1q1 ` p2q2, p1q2 ´ q1p2 in
the neighborhood of the origin in pR4,dp1 ^ dq1 ` dp2 ^ dq2q.
In the C8-category, this decomposition result is known as Eliasson’s theorem [18, 31].
Now, we discuss the relation between singularities of real integrable systems and singularities of
their complexifications. Let pM,ωq be a complex symplectic manifold. Assume that M is endowed
with a real structure, that is an antiholomorphic involution τ preserving the symplectic form (i.e.,
τ˚ω “ ω¯). Then the real part MR “ tx PM | τpxq “ xu of M has a natural structure of a real analytic
symplectic manifold. Furthermore, if H Ă FpMq is an integrable system which is invariant with respect
to the action of τ on holomorphic functions (i.e., τ˚H “ H¯), then HR “ tH P H | τ˚H “ H¯u is a real
analytic integrable system on MR.
Definition 2.6. The system HR is called a real form of the system H.
Clearly, one has the following result.
Proposition 2.7. Singularities of HR are exactly those singularities of H which belong to MR. Fur-
thermore, the rank of a point x P MR for the system HR is the same as for the system H, and any
singular point x PMR is non-degenerate for HR if and only if it is non-degenerate for H.
This proposition enables one to study singularities of real integrable systems by considering their
complexifications. The only information which cannot be obtained in this way is the type of a singu-
larity.
2.2 Polynomial matrix systems
A polynomial matrix system is a universal integrable system on the space of fixed degree matrix polyno-
mial with a constant leading term. The corresponding commuting functions are spectral invariants of
a matrix polynomial, while the associated Hamiltonian flows are given by Lax equations. The present
section is devoted to the formal definition of these integrable systems.
Fix positive integers d, n and a matrix J P gln with distinct eigenvalues (in what follows, gln stands
for glnpCq unless otherwise specified). Consider the affine space
PJd pglnq :“
!ÿd
i“0 Liλ
i | Li P gln, Ld “ J
)
of gln-valued degree d polynomials with leading coefficient J . This space has a Poisson structure which
is defined as follows. Identify the tangent space to PJd pglnq at every point L with the set of matrix
polynomials of the form
Xpλq “
ÿd´1
i“0 Xiλ
i, Xi P gln. (1)
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Then the cotangent space to PJd pglnq at L can be identified with the set of matrix Laurent polynomials
of the form
Y pλq “
ÿd
i“1 Yiλ
´i, Yi P gln (2)
with the pairing between tangent and cotangent vectors given by
xXpλq, Y pλqy :“ Resλ“0 pTrXpλqY pλqqdλ . (3)
Now, for any holomorphic functions H1, H2 P OpPJd pglnqq, let
tH1, H2upLq :“ xL, rdH1pLq,dH2pLqsy , (4)
where the pairing x , y in the latter formula is given by (3). For the reader familiar with the r-matrix
formalism, we also give an r-matrix form of this Poisson bracket:
tLpλq, Lpµqu “ rrpλ´ µq, Lpλq b Id` Idb Lpµqs , (5)
where
rpzq :“ ´1
z
ÿ
ij
Eij b Eji .
Here Eij are the canonical basis matrices, and
tLpλq, Lpµqu :“
ÿ
ijkl
tLijpλq, LklpµquEij b Ekl .
The bracket defined by formulas (4) and (5) has the property that the spectral invariants of Lpλq
Poisson-commute, and that the corresponding commuting flows have the Lax form. More specifically,
one has the following version of the Adler-Kostant-Symes theorem (see, for example, Appendix 2 of [4]
for a general statement of this theorem).
Theorem 2.8 (see, e.g., Chapter 3.3 of [7]). Let ψpλ, µq P Crλ˘1, µs be a function which is a Laurent
polynomial in λ and polynomial in µ. Define a holomorphic function Hψ : PJd pglnq Ñ C by
HψpLq :“ Resλ“0 pTrψpλ, Lpλqqqdλ . (6)
Then:
1. The functions Hψ are mutually in involution with respect to the Poisson bracket (4). The collection
of all such functions is an integrable system.
2. For any ψ, the Hamiltonian flow defined by the function Hψ has a Lax form
d
dt
Lpλq “ rLpλq, φpλ, Lpλqq`s , (7)
where φ “ Bψ{Bµ, and the subscript ` denotes taking the polynomial in λ part.
Definition 2.9. The system H “ tHψ | ψ P Crλ˘1, µsu Ă OpPJd pglnqq, where Hψ is given by (6), is
called a polynomial matrix system.
Fibers of the polynomial matrix system are, by definition, joint level sets of Hψ’s. However, instead
of fixing the values of Hψ’s, it is more convenient to fix the spectral curve.
Definition 2.10. The spectral curve CL associated with the matrix polynomial L is a plane algebraic
curve given by CL :“ tpλ, µq P C2 | detpLpλq ´ µIdq “ 0u.
Note that since the Hamiltonians Hψ and the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial detpLpλq´
µIdq are expressible in terms of each other by means of Newton’s identities, integrable systems defined
by these two families of functions are, essentially, the same. In particular, the spectral curve is preserved
by flows (7), and there is a one-to-one correspondence between fibers of the polynomial matrix system
and spectral curves.
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Real form Defining involution
glnpRq X ÞÑ X¯
uk,l
k ` l “ n
X ÞÑ ´IX¯tI´1
I “
ˆ
Idk 0
0 ´Idl
˙
glkpHq
2k “ n
X ÞÑ ΩX¯Ω´1
Ω “
ˆ
0 ´Idk
Idk 0
˙
Table 1: Real forms of glnpCq.
Remark 2.11. Note that there also exist other Poisson structures on PJd pglnq turning H into an
integrable system, i.e., polynomial matrix systems are multi-Hamiltonian (see, in particular, [41]). The
reason why we choose the bracket (4) is that this bracket has a nice property of being constant rank
(see Proposition 6.1 below). At the same time, all our results are valid for other Poisson structures as
well, see Remark 3.5.
Remark 2.12. Matrix polynomial systems on the space PJd pslnq :“ tLpλq P PJd pglnq | trL ” 0u are
defined in the same way. Furthermore, since the embedding PJd pslnq ãÑ PJd pglnq is Poisson, all the
results for the gl case also hold in the sl case.
Remark 2.13. For d “ 1, the space PJd pglnq can be naturally identified with the Lie algebra gln itself.
Under this identification, the Poisson bracket given by (4) becomes the so-called frozen argument
bracket
tH1, H2upXq :“ Tr JrdH1pXq,dH2pXqs
(here we identify gln with gl
˚
n be means of the ad-invariant form TrXY ), and the corresponding
polynomial matrix system coincides with the shift of argument system [32].
2.3 Real forms of polynomial matrix systems
Real forms of polynomial matrix systems are obtained by replacing the space PJd pglnq in the above
construction with its real analog PJd pgq :“ PJd pglnqX gbCrλs, where g is a real form of gln (obviously,
for the space PJd pgq to be non-empty, one should have J P g). Real forms of gln are listed in Table 1.
The second column shows the antilinear involution of gln whose fixed points set is the given real form
(Idk stands for the k ˆ k identity matrix).
Definition 2.14. We will call the algebras glnpRq and glkpHq real forms of non-compact type. The
algebras uk,l will be called real forms of compact type.
Remark 2.15. These two types of real forms are distinguished by the behavior of the spectrum in
the fundamental representation. For real forms of non-compact type, the spectrum is symmetric with
respect to the real axis, while in the compact case the spectrum is symmetric with respect to the
imaginary axis. Note that out of real forms of compact type, only the Lie algebra un is actually
compact.
Let g be a real form of gln. Define an antiholomorphic involution τ : C2 Ñ C2 by
pλ, µq ÞÑ pλ¯, µ¯q for g of non-compact type,
pλ, µq ÞÑ pλ¯,´µ¯q for g of compact type. (8)
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Proposition 2.16. For any real form g of gln, one has the following:
1. The set of Hψ’s with ψ satisfying τ
˚ψ “ ψ¯, considered as functions on PJd pgq, is a real form (in
the sense of Definition 2.6) of the polynomial matrix system on PJd pglnq .
2. The corresponding Hamiltonian flows have the form (7) where φ satisfies
τ˚φ “
#
φ¯ for g of non-compact type,
´φ¯ for g of compact type.
3. For any L P PJd pgq, the spectral curve CL is invariant under the action of τ .
Example 2.17. The polynomial matrix system on PJ2 psu2q is the classical Lagrange top (see Section 7.2
below for details). The function φ corresponding to the physical Hamiltonian of the top reads
φpλ, µq “ α?´1λ` βλ´1µ` γ?´1λ´3µ2 ,
where α, β, γ P R are real constants.
Remark 2.18. Note that most interesting examples of integrable systems are obtained from the
polynomial matrix system by intersecting the phase space of the latter (which can be naturally viewed
as an affine subspace of the loop algebra gln b Crλ, λ´1s) with a (possibly twisted) loop algebra of
another matrix Lie algebra (see, in particular, Example 1.2). Note that although these systems embed
into the polynomial matrix system, this embedding is not Poisson. For this reason, the results of the
present paper do not directly apply to this kind of restricted systems. However, as we plan to explain
in our forthcoming publication, this difficulty can be quite easily overcome.
3 Main results
3.1 Rank and non-degeneracy of singular points
In this section, we discuss non-degenerate singularities of complex polynomial matrix systems (see Sec-
tion 2.2 for the definition of these systems). Real forms of polynomial matrix systems and Williamson
types of the corresponding singularities are discussed in Section 3.2 below.
Definition 3.1. A plane affine algebraic curve C given by the equation f “ 0 is said to have an
(ordinary) double point (equivalently, a node), at P P C if dfpP q “ 0, and detpd2fqpP q ‰ 0. A curve
is called nodal if all its singularities are ordinary double points2.
Let L P PJd pglnq, and let CL be the corresponding spectral curve. As is well known, if the spectral
curve CL is non-singular, then so is L (see Corollary 3.4 below). However, if the spectral curve has
singularities, then it is, in general, not possible to say whether L is singular or not. The crucial point is
that the spectral curve is the same for all points L lying in the same fiber. At the same time, integrable
systems may (and, as a rule, do) have fibers containing both singular and non-singular points. So, to
distinguish between different types of points in the same fiber, we introduce the notion of an essential
singular point of the spectral curve.
Let a matrix polynomial L P PJd pglnq be such that the corresponding spectral curve CL is nodal.
Denote the set of all double points of the curve CL by SingCL. By definition of the spectral curve, for
any point pλ, µq P CL one has dim Ker pLpλq ´ µIdq ą 0. Moreover, it is well known that if the point
pλ, µq P CL is non-singular, then dim Ker pLpλq ´ µIdq “ 1, i.e. the µ-eigenspace of the matrix Lpλq is
one-dimensional (see, e.g., Chapter 5.2 of [7]). Similarly, if pλ, µq P SingCL is a double point, then the
space Ker pLpλq ´ µIdq can be of dimension either 1 or 2.
Definition 3.2. A double point pλ, µq P SingCL is called L-essential if dim Ker pLpλq ´ µIdq “ 2.
2Note that according to this definition smooth curves are a particular case of nodal curves.
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We denote the set of L-essential double points by EL. Note that this set depends on L, and not only
on the spectral curve CL. Also note that essential double points are preserved by each of the flows (7).
Now, we are in a position to formulate the first main result of the paper.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that L P PJd pglnq is such that the corresponding spectral curve CL is nodal.
Then:
1. The corank of L is equal to the number |EL| of L-essential double points of the spectral curve.
In particular, L is non-singular if and only if all double points of the spectral curve are not
L-essential.
2. If the point L is singular, then it is non-degenerate.
In particular, one has the following well-known result.
Corollary 3.4. If the spectral curve is smooth, then the corresponding fiber is non-singular.
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is given in Section 6.1. The main ingredients of the proof are Lemmas 5.1
and 5.11 proved in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
Remark 3.5. Recall that the notions of non-degeneracy and corank are defined for integrable systems
on symplectic manifolds (see Section 2.1). So, when saying that L is a non-degenerate point for the
polynomial matrix system, what we mean is that L is non-degenerate for the restriction of this system
to the symplectic leaf of the Poisson bracket (4). Note that the proof of Theorem 3.3 does not use
the explicit form of the Poisson bracket, but only the fact that the symplectic leaf containing L is of
maximal dimension (which is always the case for the bracket given by (4), see Proposition 6.1 below).
Therefore, the conclusion of the theorem is, in fact, true for any Poisson bracket associated with the
polynomial matrix system (see Remark 2.11), provided that one can check the regularity of this bracket
at L (cf. Theorem 3 of [11]).
Example 3.6. Consider the polynomial matrix system on the space PJ1 pgl2q, where J is diagonal
J “ diagpj1, j2q. Let also L0 be a diagonal matrix L0 “ diagpa1, a2q. Then L “ L0 ` λJ P PJ1 pgl2q is
a rank zero singular point for the polynomial matrix system (more generally, one can prove that L is
a rank zero singular point of a polynomial matrix system if and only if L commutes with its leading
coefficient J). The corresponding spectral curve is the union of two straight lines µ “ a1 ` j1λ and
µ “ a2 ` j2λ, so, by Theorem 3.3, the singular point L is non-degenerate. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3,
the fiber of the polynomial matrix system containing L is locally a union of two 1-dimensional disks
D1, D2 which intersect transversally at L. In this example, it is easy to describe these disks explicitly.
They are given by shifted nilpotent subalgebras
D1 “
"ˆ
a1 ` j1λ z
0 a2 ` j2λ
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
z P C
*
, D2 “
"ˆ
a1 ` j1λ 0
z a2 ` j2λ
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
z P C
*
.
However, in most cases, the structure of singular fibers is more complicated. Consider, for instance, a
3ˆ 3 generalization of the previous example: J “ diagpj1, j2, j3q, L0 “ diagpa1, a2, a3q, L “ L0 ` λJ P
PJ1 pgl3q. The corresponding spectral curve is the union of three lines µ “ ai ` jiλ. Assume that these
lines are in general position. Then, by Theorem 3.3, the matrix polynomial L is a rank zero non-
degenerate singular point, and, by Theorem 2.3, the fiber of L is locally a union of eight 3-dimensional
disks. Six of these disks are, as in the 2 ˆ 2 example, shifted maximal nilpotents subalgebras (the
number 6 is the order the Weil group). At the same time, one can show that the two remaining disks
lie on a single irreducible algebraic surface of high degree. This surface has a double point at L, giving
rise to two local disks. This can also be generalized to the nˆn situation. In this case, one can describe
the structure of rank zero singular fibers in terms of multiplicities of weights for certain representations
of gln, see [26] for details.
Remark 3.7. From Theorem 3.3 it follows that if the spectral curve is nodal, then all singularities on
the corresponding fiber are non-degenerate. It can also be shown that for each nodal spectral curve C
and each subset of its nodes E Ă SingC, there exists L P PJd pglnq such that the corresponding set EL
is exactly E . In particular, the corank of a non-degenerate singular fiber (i.e. the maximal corank of
singular points on the fiber) is equal to the number of nodes in the spectral curve. Another corollary
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is that for complex polynomial matrix systems the set of singular values (the so-called bifurcation
diagram) coincides with the discriminant of the spectral curve. For degree one matrix polynomials,
this is proved in [14, 28].
Remark 3.8. We remark that Theorem 3.3 is not a criterion: a point L can be non-degenerate for
the polynomial matrix system even if the spectral curve has degenerate singularities. This is possible
because degenerate singular points of the spectral curve may be not L-essential (in a certain generalized
sense), or, roughly speaking, “insufficiently” L-essential. However, we conjecture that if the spectral
curve has a non-nodal singular point, then there is at least one degenerate point on the corresponding
fiber of the polynomial matrix system.
Remark 3.9. Note that the result of Theorem 3.3 is also true for Beauville systems [9], which can
be regarded as a particular case of Hitchin systems (see the review [15]). The Beauville system is
defined as the quotient of the polynomial matrix system with respect to the conjugation action of the
centralizer of J in PGLnpCq. Theorem 3.3 remains true for Beauville systems because non-degeneracy
and corank of singularities are preserved under Hamiltonian reduction.
3.2 Williamson types of singular points
In this section, we discuss non-degenerate singularities for real forms of polynomial matrix systems
(see Section 2.3 for the definition of these real forms). Note that Theorem 3.3 for complex polynomial
matrix systems also holds for their real forms (see Proposition 2.7), so it suffices to describe Williamson
types of singular points.
Assume that L is a matrix polynomial in PJd pgq, where g is a real form of gln. Then, by Proposi-
tion 2.16, the spectral curve CL is endowed with an antiholomorphic involution τ given by formula (8).
Thus, CL is a real algebraic curve (recall that a real algebraic variety can be defined as a complex
variety endowed with an antiholomorphic involution).
Definition 3.10. The real part of the spectral curve CL is the set of points of CL fixed by τ .
Remark 3.11. In the non-compact case, the real part is the set of points with real coordinates, while
in the compact case the real part consists of points pλ, µq with λ P R and µ P ?´1R.
Now, assume that CL is a nodal curve, and let P P SingCL be a node lying in its real part. Consider
the two tangents to CL at P . Then there are two possible situations: either both tangents are fixed by
τ , or they are interchanged. In the first case, the real part of the curve locally looks like two smooth
curves intersecting at P , while in the second case, the real part is locally a point (the point P ).
Definition 3.12. Assume that a double point P lies in the real part of CL. Then, if the involution τ
fixes the tangents to CL at P , the point P is called a self-intersection point. Otherwise, P is called an
isolated point3.
Example 3.13. The curve λ2 ´ µ2 “ 0, regarded as a real curve with a standard antiholomorphic
involution pλ, µq ÞÑ pλ¯, µ¯q, has a self-intersection point at the origin, while the curve λ2 ` µ2 “ 0
has an isolated double point. Note that these curves are also real with respect to the involution
pλ, µq ÞÑ pλ¯,´µ¯q, and in terms of the latter involution the curve λ2 ´ µ2 “ 0 has an isolated point,
while the curve λ2 ` µ2 “ 0 has a self-intersection.
Such a situation with two or more involutions occurs in systems associated with loop algebras in
types other than An, as well as in systems associated with twisted loop algebras (for example, the
spectral curve of the Kovalevskaya top carries four antiholomorphic involutions). These systems will
be discussed in detail in our forthcoming publication.
Apart from self-intersections and isolated points, a nodal spectral curve CL may have double points
which do not lie in the real part of the curve. Such points necessarily come in pairs P Ø τpP q. Note
that for any matrix polynomial L the points P and τpP q are either both L-essential, or both not
L-essential.
3There also exist somewhat archaic terms a crunode for a self-intersection point and an acnode for an isolated point.
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Figure 1: Singularities of spectral curves and singularities of integrable systems.
Theorem 3.14. Assume that L P PJd pgq, where g is a real form of gln, is a singular point of the real
polynomial matrix system. Assume also that the corresponding spectral curve CL is nodal. Then the
Williamson type of L is pke, kh, kf q, where
1. for real forms of non-compact type ke is the number of L-essential isolated points, and kh is the
number of L-essential self-intersection points;
2. for real forms of compact type case ke is the number of L-essential self-intersection points, and
kh is the number of L-essential isolated points;
3. for any real form, kf is the number of pairs of L-essential non-real double points.
See Figure 1.
Also note that for a given real form g, some configurations of double points are impossible. In
particular, one has the following corollary.
Corollary 3.15. For polynomial matrix systems on PJd punq and PJd pglkpHqq, there are no singularities
of hyperbolic type (i.e., all singularities are of type pke, 0, kf q).
Proof of the corollary. First, let L P PJd punq. Then, since all eigenvalues of a skew-Hermitian matrix
are pure imaginary, the equation detpLpλq ´ µIdq “ 0, where λ P R is fixed, has n pure imaginary
solutions, counting with multiplicities. Therefore, the real part of the spectral curve (given by λ P R,
µ P ?´1R) does not have isolated points, proving that there are no hyperbolic singularities.
Now, consider the glkpHq case. From the definition of this Lie algebra it easily follows that for each
real eigenvalue of a matrix in glkpHq, there are at least two independent eigenvectors. Therefore, for
L P PJd pglkpHqq, there are no smooth points in the real part of the spectral curve (recall that at smooth
points we have dim Ker pLpλq´µIdq “ 1), and hence no self-intersection points. The result follows.
Remark 3.16. Formally speaking, the above argument shows that polynomial matrix systems on
PJd punq and PJd pglkpHqq do not have hyperbolic singularities on fibers corresponding to nodal spectral
curves. However, since such fibers are dense in the set of all singular fibers, and hyperbolic singularities
are stable under small perturbations, it follows that there can be no hyperbolic singularities at all.
Remark 3.17. Also note that in the un and glkpHq cases all double points in the real part of the
spectral curve are automatically essential (cf. Remark 3.7).
For the proof of Theorem 3.14, see Section 6.2. Some examples of the application of this theorem
can be found in Section 7.
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4 Nodal curves and generalized Jacobians
In this section we give a brief geometric introduction to the theory of generalized Jacobians of
nodal curves. Our point of view is close to the original approach of M. Rosenlicht [39, 40], see also
J.P. Serre [42]. In what follows, we will need these results on generalized Jacobians to prove Theo-
rem 3.3.
4.1 Nodal curves and regular differentials
We begin with a definition of an “abstract” nodal curve (cf. Definition 3.1 of a plane nodal
curve). Let Γ “ Γ1 \ . . . \ Γm be a disjoint union of connected Riemann surfaces, and let
Λ “ ttP`1 , P´1 u, . . . , tP`k , P´k uu be a finite collection of pairwise disjoint 2-element subsets of Γ. Con-
sider the topological space Γ {Λ obtained from Γ by identifying P`i with P´i for each i “ 1 . . . , k. Let
pi : Γ Ñ Γ {Λ be the natural projection, and let supppΛq :“ tP`1 , P´1 , . . . , P`k , P´k u.
Definition 4.1. A function f : Γ {Λ Ñ CP1 is called meromorphic on Γ {Λ if its pullback pi˚f is a
meromorphic function on Γ which does not have poles at points in supppΛq. The space Γ {Λ endowed
with this ring of meromorphic functions is called a nodal curve. Irreducible components of the nodal
curve Γ {Λ are, by definition, the subsets pipΓiq Ă Γ {Λ.
Remark 4.2. Note that, formally speaking, to turn Γ {Λ into a complex analytic space, we should
describe its structure sheaf; however, for the purposes of the present paper, it suffices to define global
meromorphic functions.
Obviously, a smooth compactification of any plane nodal curve in the sense of Definition 3.1 is a
nodal curve in the sense of Definition 4.1 (by a smooth compactification of a plane nodal curve C we
mean a compact complex-analytic space X such that C is biholomorphic to X minus a finite number
of smooth points).
Note that any nodal curve Γ {Λ may be regarded simply as a pair pΓ,Λq (with an appropriately
defined ring of meromorphic functions). The latter point of view is very convenient when one needs
to consider different partial normalizations of the same curve, and we adopt this point of view in the
present paper.
Definition 4.3. We say that a function f meromorphic on Γ is Λ-regular if for each tP˘i u P Λ we have
fpP´i q “ fpP`i q ‰ 8.
We denote the ring of Λ-regular functions on Γ by MpΓ,Λq (note that, in contrast to the case
of smooth curves, the ring MpΓ,Λq is not a field; moreover, if Γ has several connected components,
then the corresponding ring MpΓ,Λq has zero divisors). Obviously, Λ-regular functions on Γ are in
one-to-one correspondence with meromorphic (in the sense of Definition 4.1) functions on Γ {Λ.
Definition 4.4. A meromorphic differential (1-form) ω on Γ is Λ-regular if all its poles are simple,
contained in supppΛq, and for all tP˘i u P Λ we have
ResP`i
ω ` ResP´i ω “ 0 .
We denote the space of Λ-regular differentials on Γ by Ω1pΓ,Λq.
Remark 4.5. Definition 4.4 can be reformulated as follows: a differential ω is Λ-regular if for any
Λ-regular function f PMpΓ,Λq, we have Trf ω ” 0. Vice versa, a meromorphic function f on Γ which
does not have poles at points of supppΛq is Λ-regular if and only if Trf ω ” 0 for any ω P Ω1pΓ,Λq.
The dimension of the space Ω1pΓ,Λq can be computed in terms of the dual graph of Γ {Λ.
Definition 4.6. The dual graph of a nodal curve Γ {Λ is the graph whose vertices are components
Γ1, . . . ,Γm of Γ, and whose edges are in one-to-one correspondence with elements of Λ. Namely, each
pair tP˘i u P Λ with P´i P Γs and P`i P Γt gives rise to an edge joining Γs to Γt (see Figure 2).
Proposition 4.7. The dimension of the space Ω1pΓ,Λq is equal to the genus of Γ (i.e, the sum of
genera of Γi’s) plus the first Betti number of the dual graph of Γ {Λ.
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Figure 2: Nodal curves and their dual graphs.
When the curve Γ {Λ is connected (which is equivalent to saying that the dual graph is connected),
the number dim Ω1pΓ,Λq is called the arithmetic genus of Γ {Λ. In the case when a nodal curve Γ {Λ
is a smooth compactification of a plane nodal curve C, the arithmetic genus of Γ {Λ can be found by
counting integer points in the interior of the Newton polygon of C.
Definition 4.8. Let C P C2 be a plane curve given by the polynomial equation ř aijλiµj “ 0. Then
the Newton polygon ∆ of C is the convex hull of the set tpi, jq P Z2 | aij ‰ 0u.
Let C Ă C2 be a plane curve. Consider any side δ P ∆ of the corresponding Newton polygon, and
let pi0, j0q, . . . , pip, jpq be the consecutive integer points lying on δ. Let
fδpzq :“
ÿp
i“0 aip,jpz
p .
Definition 4.9. The curve C is called non-degenerate with respect to a side δ of its Newton polygon if
the corresponding polynomial fδpzq has no multiple roots. The curve C is called non-degenerate with
respect to its Newton polygon ∆ if it is non-degenerate with respect to all sides of ∆.
The following result is due to A.G. Khovanskii.
Theorem 4.10. Let C be a plane nodal curve not passing through the origin and non-degenerate with
respect to its Newton polygon. Then the arithmetic genus of the smooth compactification of C is equal
to the number of integer points in the interior of the Newton polygon of C.
For smooth curves, this is proved in Section 4 of [27]. The general case can be proved using the fact
that the arithmetic genus is constant in families.
Remark 4.11. One can also show that if a curve fpλ, µq “ 0 satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.10,
then regular differentials on its smooth compactification are given by
ωij “ λ
i´1µj´1dλ
Bµf ,
where pi, jq P Z2 belongs to the interior of the Newton polygon.
In fact, the non-degeneracy condition in Theorem 4.10 can be weakened, provided that the Newton
polygon has the following additional property.
Definition 4.12. We say that a Newton polygon is northeast facing if for any of its sides not lying on
coordinate axes the outward normal vector has non-negative coordinates (see Figure 3).
Theorem 4.13. Let C be a plane nodal curve whose Newton polygon ∆ is northeast facing. Assume
that C is non-degenerate with respect to all sides of ∆ not lying on coordinate axes. Then the arithmetic
genus of the smooth compactification of C is equal to the number of integer points in the interior of ∆.
Theorem 4.13 is reduced to Theorem 4.10 by a linear change of coordinates pλ, µq ÞÑ pλ` ε, µ` εq.
The northeast facing condition guarantees that the Newton polygon is invariant under this transfor-
mation. At the same time, for generic ε, the shifted curve will satisfy the non-degeneracy condition for
all sides of the Newton polygon, including those which lie on the coordinate axes.
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Figure 3: A northeast facing Newton polygon.
4.2 Generalized Jacobians and Picard groups
In this section, we recall the notions of the generalized Jacobian and the generalized Picard group of a
nodal curve. Consider the mapping I : H1pΓ z supppΛq,Zq Ñ Ω1pΓ,Λq˚ given by
xI pγq, ωy :“
¿
γ
ω @ω P Ω1pΓ,Λq .
The image of I is a lattice LpΓ,Λq Ă Ω1pΓ,Λq˚, called the period lattice.
Definition 4.14. The quotient JacpΓ,Λq :“ Ω1pΓ,Λq˚ {LpΓ,Λq is called the generalized Jacobian of
the nodal curve Γ {Λ.
By definition, the generalized Jacobian is an Abelian complex Lie group of dimension dim Ω1pΓ,Λq.
The following proposition gives a more precise description.
Proposition 4.15. These exists an exact sequence of complex Lie group homomorphisms
0 Ñ pC˚qb Ñ JacpΓ,Λq Ñ JacpΓq Ñ 0 ,
where b is the first Betti number of the dual graph, and JacpΓq is the usual Jacobian of Γ (i.e., the
product of Jacobians of Γi’s). Geometrically, JacpΓ,Λq is a principal pC˚qb-bundle over JacpΓq.
Now, we define the notion of a regular divisor on a nodal curve and construct the generalized
Picard group. As above, let m be the number of connected components of Γ (i.e., the number of
irreducible components of the curve Γ {Λ). For each Weil divisor D on Γ, define its multidegree
m.degD “ pγ1, . . . , γmq P Zm by setting γi :“ deg pD|Γiq. The total degree of D is the number
degD :“ řmi“1 γi. Denote the set of divisors of multidegree γ on Γ by DivγpΓq.
Definition 4.16. A divisor D on Γ is called Λ-regular if its support does not intersect supppΛq.
The set of Λ-regular divisors of multidegree γ is denoted by DivγpΓ,Λq, while DivpΓ,Λq stands for
the set of all Λ-regular divisors. The latter is a Zm-graded Abelian group.
Further, let M˚pΓ,Λq be the set of invertible elements in the ring MpΓ,Λq. This set consists of
functions which do not vanish at points of supppΛq and whose restriction to any of the components Γi
of Γ does not vanish identically. Clearly, for each f PM˚pΓ,Λq, the corresponding divisor
pfq :“ pzeroes of fq ´ ppoles of fq
is Λ-regular.
Definition 4.17. Divisors of the form pfq, where f P M˚pΓ,Λq, will be called Λ-principal. Two
Λ-regular divisors are Λ-linearly equivalent if their difference is a Λ-principal divisor.
Denote the set of Λ-principal divisors by PDivpΓ,Λq. Let also rDsΛ be the Λ-linear equivalence
class of a Λ-regular divisor D.
Definition 4.18. The generalized Picard group is PicpΓ,Λq :“ DivpΓ,Λq {PDivpΓ,Λq.
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The latter is a Zm-graded Abelian group:
PicpΓ,Λq “
ğ
γPZm
PicγpΓ,Λq,
where PicγpΓ,Λq is the set of Λ-regular divisors of multidegree γ modulo linear equivalence.
The Abel map for nodal curves is defined in the same way as for smooth ones. Namely, let D be a
Λ-regular divisor of multidegree 0. Then D can be written as
D “
ÿm
i“1pD
`
i ´D´i q ,
where D˘i are effective divisors on Γi, and degD
`
i “ degD´i . For a Λ-regular differential ω, letż
D
ω :“
ÿm
i“1
ż D`i
D´i
ω .
Since this integral is defined up to periods of ω, we obtain a homomorphism
Div0pΓ,Λq Ñ JacpΓ,Λq
D ÞÑ
ż
D
ω ,
which is the analog of the usual Abel map. In the same way as in the smooth case, one shows that Λ-
principal divisors lie in the kernel of the Abel map, therefore the Abel map descends to a homomorphism
Pic0pΓ,Λq Ñ JacpΓ,Λq. Moreover, one has the following analog of the Abel-Jacobi theorem.
Theorem 4.19. The Abel map is an isomorphism between Pic0pΓ,Λq and JacpΓ,Λq.
From this theorem it follows that for any multidegree γ the set PicγpΓ,Λq is a principal homogeneous
space (a torsor) of the group Pic0pΓ,Λq » JacpΓ,Λq. In particular, PicγpΓ,Λq has a canonical affine
structure, and the tangent space to PicγpΓ,Λq at any point can be naturally identified with the dual
Ω1pΓ,Λq˚ of the space of Λ-regular differentials.
4.3 On more general curves
In what follows, we will need a slightly more general class of curves which we call generalized nodal
curves. As before, let Γ “ Γ1 \ . . . \ Γm be a disjoint union of connected Riemann surfaces, and let
Λ “ tP1, . . . ,Pku be a collection of pairwise disjoint finite (not necessarily 2-element) subsets of Γ. A
generalized nodal curve Γ {Λ is obtained from Γ by gluing points within each Pi into a single point.
The corresponding ring of meromorphic functions is defined as
MpΓ,Λq :“ tf meromorphic on Γ | P,Q P Pi ñ fpP q “ fpQq ‰ 8u,
and Λ-regular differentials are those which are holomorphic outside supppΛq :“ P1 Y . . . Y Pk and
satisfy ÿ
PPPi ResP ω “ 0
for each i “ 1, . . . , k. The study of such curves can be reduced to nodal ones in the following way.
Assume that Pi “ tP1, . . . , Psu. Consider a Riemann sphere CP1 with s marked points Q1, . . . , Qs.
Let Γ1 :“ Γ\ CP1, and let
Λ1 :“ pΛ z tPiuq Y ttP1, Q1u, . . . , tPs, Qsuu.
Then the curve Γ1 {Λ1 is “equivalent” to Γ {Λ in the sense that there are natural identifications
MpΓ,Λq » tf PMpΓ1,Λ1qu | f |CP1 “ constu, Ω1pΓ,Λq » Ω1pΓ1,Λ1q .
These identifications allow one to reduce the study of Γ {Λ to Γ1 {Λ1. Repeating this procedure for all
Pi’s gives a nodal curve, which shows that all results of Section 4 are true for generalized nodal curves
as well.
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Remark 4.20. Generalized nodes (also known as seminormal singularities) are not to be confused
with ordinary multiple points (recall that a plane curve singularity is called an ordinary multiple point
if the curve locally looks like n smooth curves intersecting each other transversally). In contrast to
ordinary multiple points, generalized nodes are non-planar.
5 Main technical lemmas
5.1 Linearization of flows on the generalized Jacobian
It is well-known that if the spectral curve C is smooth, then flows (7) restricted to the corresponding
fiber of the polynomial matrix system linearize on the Jacobian of C (see, e.g., Chapter 5.4 of [7]). In
this section we prove a similar result for nodal curves.
Let C be a nodal plane curve, and let E Ă SingC be a subset of its nodes. Consider the set
TC,E :“ tL P PJd pglnq | CL “ C, EL “ Eu (9)
of matrix polynomials with a fixed spectral curve and fixed essential double points. Then, since the
flows given by (7) preserve the spectral curve and L-essential double points, it follows that the set TC,E
is an invariant subset for the polynomial matrix system.
Now, starting with a curve C, we construct another curve whose (generalized) Jacobian is suitable
for linearizing flows (7) on the invariant set TC,E . Let Γ be the non-singular compact model of the
spectral curve C. It is a (possibly disconnected) Riemann surface obtained from C by resolving all
double points and adding smooth points 81, . . . ,8n at infinity. Let Γ8 :“ t81, . . . ,8nu, and let
pi : Γ zΓ8 Ñ C be the natural projection. Further, let E¯ :“ SingC z E be the set of non-essential
double points of the spectral curve, and let
Λ :“ tpi´1pP q | P P E¯u. (10)
Then Γ {Λ is a nodal curve which is obtained from the spectral curve C by compactifying the latter at
infinity and normalizing it at all essential double points. Further, let
Λ1 :“ ΛY tΓ8u, (11)
and consider the curve Γ {Λ1. It is a generalized nodal curve which is obtained from Γ {Λ by, roughly
speaking, gluing the points at infinity into one point.
With these definitions one can show that the set TC,E is biholomorphic to an open dense subset in
the union of finitely many connected components of PicpΓ,Λ1q. Here we prove a weaker, local, result,
which is nevertheless sufficient for our purposes. Fix a matrix polynomial L0 P TC,E . Denote by OpL0q
the germ of the orbit of L0 under the local Hamiltonian Ck-action defined by vector fields (7) (these
vector fields commute, and only finitely many of them are linearly independent, so we indeed have a
well-defined local Ck-action). Clearly, we have OpL0q Ă TC,E . Furthermore, OpL0q is, by definition,
smooth and invariant under flows (7).
Further, consider the space Ω1mpΓq of meromorphic forms on the Riemann surface Γ. Define a
bilinear pairing x , y8 : Crλ˘1, µs ˆ Ω1mpΓq Ñ C by the formula
xφ, ωy8 :“
ÿn
i“1 Res8iφpλ, µqω . (12)
Lemma 5.1. There exists a locally biholomorphic map (the so-called eigenvector map) Ψ: OpL0q Ñ
PicpΓ,Λ1q such that for any φ P Crλ˘1, µs, the image of the vector field given by (7) under Ψ is a
translation-invariant vector field given by
ω
ˆ
dξ
dt
˙
“ ´xφ, ωy8 , (13)
where ξ P PicpΓ,Λ1q, and ω is any Λ1-regular differential on Γ.
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Figure 4: Newton polygon of the spectral curve.
Remark 5.2. The expression on the left-hand side of formula (13) is well-defined because the cotangent
space to PicpΓ,Λ1q is naturally identified with the space of Λ1-regular differentials on Γ (see Section 4.2).
Furthermore, thanks to this identification, formula (13) uniquely determines the velocity vector dξ{dt.
Remark 5.3. Formula (13) first appeared in the work of Mumford and Van Moerbeke [45]. The result
of Lemma 5.1 in the smooth case is due to Gavrilov [19].
Before we prove Lemma 5.1, let us show how it can be used to compute the rank of L. Notice that
the rank of L is, by definition, equal to the dimension of the orbit OpLq, which, by Lemma 5.1, is equal
to the dimension of PicpΓ,Λ1q.
Proposition 5.4. We have
dim PicpΓ,Λ1q “ 1
2
dnpn´ 1q ´ |EL| .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the spectral curve C does not pass through the
origin (if it does, we apply a linear change of variables), and that the matrix J does not have zero
eigenvalues (if it does, we replace J by J`εId; clearly, the resulting spectral curve is isomorphic to the
initial one). Under these assumptions, the Newton polygon ∆ of C is the triangle depicted in Figure 4.
Furthermore, from the simplicity of the spectrum of J it follows that C is non-degenerate with respect
to the hypothenuse of ∆ in the sense of Definition 4.9 (the corresponding polynomial fδ is exactly the
characteristic polynomial of J). Therefore, one can apply Theorem 4.13.
Let Γ {Λ2 be the smooth compactification of C. Then, by Theorem 4.13, the arithmetic genus of
Γ {Λ2 is equal to the number of integer points in the interior of the triangle ∆:
dim PicpΓ,Λ2q “ 1
2
dnpn´ 1q ´ n` 1 .
Further, recall that the curve Γ {Λ1 is obtained from Γ {Λ2 by normalizing the latter at essential
double points and identifying the points at infinity. The former operation corresponds to removing
|E | edges from the dual graph, while the latter corresponds to adding one vertex and n edges (see
Section 4.3). So, from Proposition 4.7 it follows that
dim PicpΓ,Λ1q “ dim PicpΓ,Λ2q ´ |E | ´ 1` n “ 1
2
dnpn´ 1q ´ |EL| ,
as desired.
Remark 5.5. The genus of Γ {Λ1 can also be found by first applying the Riemann-Hurwitz formula
for the function λ : Γ Ñ C¯ to find the geometric genus of Γ, and then using Proposition 4.7.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Step 1. Construction of the eigenvector map Ψ. The construction of the map
Ψ is very similar to the case of a smooth spectral curve (see Chapter 5.2 of [7]). Take any matrix
polynomial Lpλq P OpL0q. Then, for almost all points P P Γ, we have dim Ker pLpλpP qq´µpP qIdq “ 1.
This gives a densely defined map
ψL : Γ Ñ CPn´1
P ÞÑ Ker pLpλpP qq ´ µpP qIdq ,
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which, as any rational map of a curve to a projective space, extends to the whole of Γ. By continuity,
we have
pLpλq ´ µIdqψL “ 0
at all points of Γ.
Further, take a point a “ pa1, . . . , anq P pC˚qn, and let hL : Γ Ñ pCP1qn be a meromorphic vector-
function given by
hL :“ ψLřn
i“1 aiψiL
, (14)
where pψ1LpP q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : ψnLpP qq are homogenous coordinates of the point ψLpP q P CPn´1. Denote by DL
the pole divisor of hL. Obviously, for any L P OpL0q one can choose the vector a P pC˚qn in such a way
that the divisor DL is simple (i.e., all its points are geometrically distinct) and Λ
1-regular. Moreover,
if the orbit OpL0q is sufficiently small, one can choose a P pC˚qn such that this property holds for all
L P OpL0q simultaneously. Indeed, OpL0q is defined as the joint orbit of flows of the form (7). In
a standard way (see, e.g., Chapter 5.4 of [7]), one shows that when L evolves according to (7), the
evolution of its eigenvector hL is given by
d
dt
hL ` φpλ, Lq`hL “ ηhL , (15)
where η is a scalar meromorphic function on Γ uniquely determined by the choice of a P pC˚qn.
Explicitly, one has
η “
ÿn
i“1 aipφpλ, Lq`hLq
i . (16)
Further, from equation (15) it follows that the coordinates of poles of hL satisfy the equation
d
dt
zpP q “ ResP pηdzq , (17)
where z is any local coordinate near the pole P . In particular, for sufficiently small times the number
of poles remains unchanged, the poles do not collide and stay away from the points of Λ1. Therefore,
if a P pC˚qn is chosen in such a way that the divisor DL0 is simple and Λ1-regular, the same is true for
DL for any L P OpL0q sufficiently close to L0. In particular, the multidegree of DL is the same for any
L P OpL0q (note, however, that in contrast to the smooth case, for singular curves it is not true that
the multidegree of DL is the same for any L in the fiber of L0).
Now, taking the Λ1-linear equivalence class of the divisor DL, we obtain a map
Ψ: OpL0q Ñ PicγpΓ,Λ1q
L ÞÑ rDLsΛ1 ,
where γ is some fixed multidegree on Γ. Note that the Λ1-equivalence class of DL (in contrast to its
Λ-linear equivalence class) does depend on the choice of a P Cn, so the mapping Ψ is not uniquely
defined. However, the mappings Ψ associated with different choices of the vector a differ from each
other by a shift in the Picard group.
Step 2. Linearization of flows. Now, we prove formula (13). Assume that L “ Lptq evolves according
to equation (7). Then from (17) it follows that
d
dt
ż DLptq
DLp0q
ω “
ÿ
PPDLptq
ResP ηω ,
where ω is any meromorphic differential on Γ. If, moreover, one has ω P Ω1pΓ,Λ1q, then from for-
mula (16) it follows that the form ηω may only have poles at points of supppΛ1q “ supppΛq \ Γ8 and
points of DL. So, by the residue theorem, we haveÿ
PPDLptq
ResP ηω “ ´
ÿn
i“1 Res8i ηω ´
ÿ
tQ˘i uPΛ
´
ResQ`i
ηω ` ResQ´i ηω
¯
. (18)
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Further, recall that the set Λ consists of preimages on non-essential double points of the spectral curve.
Therefore, by definition of non-essential double points, we have hiL PMpΓ,Λq, and thus η PMpΓ,Λq.
Taking into account that ω P Ω1pΓ,Λ1q, it follows that the latter sum in (18) vanishes. To compute the
former sum, write
Res8i ηω “
ÿn
j“1 ajRes8i pφpλ, Lq` hLq
j
ω .
Note that ord8ippφpλ, Lq ´ φpλ, Lq`qhLqj ě 1, and ord8iω ě ´1, so
Res8i pφpλ, Lq` hLqj ω “ Res8i pφpλ, LqhLqj ω “ Res8i φpλ, µqhjLω ,
and
d
dt
ż DLptq
DLp0q
ω “ ´
ÿn
i“1 Res8i ηω “ ´
ÿn
i“1
ÿn
j“1 ajRes8iφpλ, µqh
j
Lω “ ´
ÿn
i“1 Res8i φpλ, µqω ,
ending the proof.
Note that from formulas (7) it follows that for a suitable choice of coordinates on OpL0q the eigenvec-
tor mapping Ψ is linear. In particular, Ψ is holomorphic, and to prove that it is locally biholomorphic,
it suffices to show that Ψ is injective, and that its differential is surjective.
Step 3. The eigenvector map is injective. We begin with studying the local properties of the vector-
function hL at ramification points and nodes of the spectral curve. For a given L P OpL0q, consider
the set Γ0 :“ Γ z psupppDLq \ Γ8q.
Proposition 5.6. For any L P OpL0q, one has the following:
1. Let P P Γ0 be a simple (i.e., multiplicity two) ramification point of λ. Then the matrix LpλpP qq
has a 2 ˆ 2 Jordan block with eigenvalue µpP q, eigenvector hLpP q, and generalized eigenvector
BzhLpP q, where hL is given by (14), Bz “ d{dz, and z is any local parameter near P .
2. Let P`, P´ P Γ0 be such that pipP`q “ pipP´q P E . Assume also that P´ and P` are not
ramification points of λ. Then the eigenvectors hLpP`q, hLpP´q are linearly independent.
3. Let P`, P´ P Γ0 be such that pipP`q “ pipP´q P E¯ . Assume also that P´ and P` are not ramifi-
cation points of λ. Then the matrix LpλpP qq has a 2 ˆ 2 Jordan block with eigenvalue µpP´q “
µpP`q, eigenvector hLpP`q “ hLpP´q, and generalized eigenvector BλhLpP`q ´ BλhLpP´q.
Proof. The first statement is well-known (see, e.g., Chapter 5.2 of [7]). To prove the second statement,
differentiate the identity pLpλpP qq ´ µpP qIdqhLpP q “ 0 with respect to the local parameter λ at the
points P´ and P`, and subtract the resulting equations. Then, assuming that the vectors hLpP´q and
hLpP`q are dependent (and, therefore, equal), one obtains`
LpλpP˘qq ´ µpP˘qId˘ `BλhLpP`q ´ BλhLpP´q˘ “ `BλµpP`q ´ BλµpP´q˘hLpP˘q . (19)
Since the point pipP´q “ pipP`q is a node, the right-hand side of the latter equation is not zero.
Therefore, the matrix LpλpP˘qq has a Jordan block with the eigenvalue µpP˘q. But this contradicts
the assumption pipP´q “ pipP`q P E . Thus, the second statement is proved. The proof of the third
statement is analogous and follows from equation (19).
Now, for a Λ-regular divisor D P DivpΓ,Λq, let
L pD,Λq :“ tf PMpΓ,Λq | ordP f ě ´DpP q @ P P Γu .
Here ordP f denotes the order of f at P , and, by definition, we set ordP :“ `8 if f ” 0 at the
connected component of Γ containing P .
Proposition 5.7. Let D8 :“ řni“18i. Then, for any L P OpL0q, one has L pDL ´D8,Λq “ 0.
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Proof. Let S : L pDL ´ D8,Λq Ñ L pDL,Λq and T : L pDL,Λq Ñ L pDL ´ D8,Λq be linear maps
given by
Spfq :“ λf, T pfq :“ f ´
ÿn
i“1 fp8iqh
i
L,
where hiL are components of the eigenvector hL. Assume that dimL pDL ´ D8,Λq ą 0. Then the
operator
T ˝ S : L pDL ´D8,Λq Ñ L pDL ´D8,Λq
must have an eigenvector g P L pDL ´D8,Λq. Denote the corresponding eigenvalue by α. We have
pλ´ αqg “
ÿn
i“1 cih
i
L (20)
where c1, . . . , cn P C are some constants.
Let us show that (20) cannot hold. To begin with, note that without loss of generality we may
assume that λ ‰ α at points of DL. If not, we change the vector a in formula (14). This leaves the
spectrum of the operator T ˝S invariant (it is easy to see that operators T ˝S corresponding to different
choices of a P pC˚qn are conjugate to each other) and moves the divisor DL away from the line λ “ α.
Further, for simplicity, assume that the spectral curve C satisfies the following genericity assumption:
the geometric number of intersection points of C with the line λ “ α is at least n ´ 1 (the general
case is analogous but computationally more elaborate). Under this genericity assumption, the divisor
pλqα :“ tλ “ αu on Γ can be of one of the following types:
1. pλqα “ řni“1 Pi, where Pi’s are pairwise distinct and project to smooth points of the spectral
curve.
2. pλqα “ 2Pn´1 `řn´2i“1 Pi, where Pi’s are same as above.
3. pλqα “ P` ` P´ ` řn´2i“1 Pi, where Pi’s are same as above, and P˘ are the preimages of an
essential double point P P E .
4. pλqα “ P` ` P´ ` řn´2i“1 Pi, where Pi’s are same as above, and P˘ are the preimages of a
non-essential double point P P E¯ .
To prove that equation (20) cannot hold, we consider each of these four cases separately. In the first
case, from (20) it follows that the vectors hLpP1q, . . . , hLpPnq are linearly dependent. But this is
not possible, as the latter vectors are the eigenvectors of Lpαq corresponding to distinct eigenvalues.
Similarly, in the second case we obtain the linear dependence of hLpP1q, . . . , hLpPn´1q, BzhLpPn´1q, but
this contradicts the first statement of Proposition 5.6. Further, notice that the third case is analogous
to the first one in view of the second statement of Proposition 5.6. Finally, in the fourth case it follows
from (20) that
gpP`q ´ gpP´q “
ÿn
i“1 ci
`BλhiLpP`q ´ BλhiLpP´q˘ .
At the same time, we have g PMpΓ,Λq, so gpP`q “ gpP´q. Therefore, the vectors
hLpP1q, . . . , hLpPn´2q, hLpP`q, BλhLpP`q ´ BλhLpP´q
are linearly dependent. But this contradicts the last statement of Proposition 5.6. Thus, Proposition 5.7
is proved.
Proposition 5.8. For any L P OpL0q, and any i “ 1, . . . , n, one has dimL pDL ´D8 `8i,Λq ď 1.
Proof. Let f, g be non-zero elements ofL pDL´D8`8i,Λq. Then fp8iqg´gp8iqf P L pDL´D8,Λq.
So, from Proposition 5.7 it follows that fp8iqg´ gp8iqf “ 0, i.e. f and g are linearly dependent (note
that fp8iq ‰ 0 because otherwise we have f P L pDL´D8,Λq, and thus f “ 0). The result follows.
Proposition 5.9. For any L P OpL0q, one has L pDL,Λ1q “ C (where C denotes constant functions).
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Proof. Since the divisor DL is effective, we have C Ă L pDL,Λ1q, and it suffices to prove the opposite
inclusion. Let f P L pDL,Λ1q. Then f ´ fp81q P L pDL ´ D8,Λq. So, by Proposition 5.8, we have
f ´ fp81q “ 0, and f “ fp81q “ const, as desired.
Now, we are in a position to prove that the mapping Ψ is injective. Assume that ΨpL1q “ ΨpL2q,
where L1, L2 P OpL0q. Notice that, by construction of hL and DL, we have
hiL1 P L pDL1 ´D8 `8i,Λq, hiL2 P L pDL2 ´D8 `8i,Λq.
At the same time, the equality ΨpL1q “ ΨpL2q means that rDL1sΛ1 “ rDL2sΛ1 , so DL2 ´ DL1 “ pfq
where f P L pDL1 ,Λ1q. But from Proposition 5.9 it follows that f “ const, therefore DL2 “ DL1 . So,
we have
hiL1 , h
i
L2 P L pDL1 ´D8 `8i,Λq,
and thus by Proposition 5.8 the functions hiL1 , h
i
L2
are linearly dependent. At the same time, we
have hiL1p8iq “ hiL2p8iq “ 1{ai, so hiL1 “ hiL2 and thus hL1 “ hL2 . Therefore, for each α P C, the
matrices L1pαq and L2pαq have the same eigenvalues and the same eigenvectors, and thus coincide. So,
injectivity is proved.
Step 4. The differential of the eigenvector map is surjective. To prove that the differential of Ψ is
surjective, we need the following proposition.
Proposition 5.10. The pairing x , y8 is non-degenerate from the right, i.e. for any ω P Ω1mpΓq, there
exists φ P Crλ˘1, µs such that xφ, ωy8 ‰ 0.
Proof. Let m :“ mini ord8i ω, and let fpkq :“ m` 1´ dk. Then, for any integer k ě 0, we have
ord8i µkλfpkqω ě ´1 .
Further, using that µ at 8i is given by µ “ jiλd ` . . . , where j1, . . . , jn are the eigenvalues of J , we
have
xµkλfplq, ωy8 “
ÿn
i“1 j
k
i Res8i λm`1ω .
Assume that the latter expression vanishes for any integer k ě 0. Then, since the numbers j1, . . . , jn
are all distinct, it follows that Res8i λm`1ω “ 0 for each i “ 1, . . . , n. But this contradicts the choice
of m. Thus, the form x , y8 is indeed non-degenerate from the right, q.e.d.
Now, we finish the proof of Lemma 5.1. Clearly, being restricted to Crλ˘1, µs ˆ Ω1pΓ,Λ1q, the
pairing x , y8 remains non-degenerate from the right, that is to say that the sequence
0 Ñ Ω1pΓ,Λ1q i8ÝÑ Crλ˘1, µs˚,
where i8 is given by ω ÞÑ x , ωy8, is exact. Since the space Ω1pΓ,Λ1q is finite-dimensional, the dual
sequence
0 Ð Ω1pΓ,Λ1q˚ i
˚
8ÐÝ Crλ˘1, µs
is exact as well. But the latter is equivalent to saying that the mapping i8˚ given by φ ÞÑ xφ, y8 is
surjective. So, vectors of the form (13) span the tangent space Ω1pΓ,Λ1q˚ to PicpΓ,Λ1q, which means
that dΨ is surjective. Thus, Lemma 5.1 is proved.
5.2 Eigenvalues of linearized flows via residues
It turns out that when a vector field of the form (7) vanishes at a point L P PJd pglnq, the eigenvalues of
its linearization admit a representation similar to (13). This is a key result for proving that singularities
corresponding to nodal curves are non-degenerate.
As in Section 5.1, let C be a nodal curve, E “ tP1, . . . , Pku Ă SingC be a subset of its nodes, and
let TC,E be the set given by (9). Let also Γ be the non-singular compact model of C. Then each point
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Pj corresponds to two points P
`
j , P
´
j P Γ. Let also Λ1 be given by (11). Consider a differential ωj on
Γ which is Λ1-regular everywhere except the points P`j , P
´
j , and such that
ResP`j
ωj “ 1, ResP´j ωj “ ´1 .
Obviously, such a differential ωj exists and is unique modulo Λ
1-regular differentials.
Lemma 5.11. Let L P TC,E . Then there exist non-zero X˘1 , . . . , X˘k P TL˚PJd pglnq such that for any
vector field of the form (7) vanishing at L we have
D˚φX
˘
j “ ˘xφ, ωjy8X˘j , (21)
where Dφ P EndpTLPJd pglnqq is the linearization of the vector field (7) at the point L, D˚φ P
EndpTL˚PJd pglnqq is the dual of Dφ, and the form x , y8 is given by (12).
Remark 5.12. Note that for a vector field (7) vanishing at L, the right-hand side of (21) does not
depend on the choice of the form ωj . Indeed, ωj is unique up to a Λ
1-regular differential, and for
Λ1-regular differentials the right-hand side of (21) vanishes by Lemma 5.1.
Proof of Lemma 5.11. Consider the map Aφ : PJd pglnq Ñ gln b Crλs given by AφpLq :“ φpλ, Lq`. In
terms of this map, the right-hand side of (7) reads as rL,AφpLqs. Assume that the latter commutator
vanishes for a certain L P PJd pglnq, and let A :“ AφpLq. Then the linearization of (7) at L is a linear
operator Dφ P EndpTLPJd pglnqq given by
DφpXq “ rX,As ` rL, Y s ,
where Y is the image of X under the differential of the map Aφ at the point L. Further, consider the
map R : Cˆ gln Ñ TL˚PJd pglnq given by xRpz, Zq, Xy :“ TrZXpzq. Then
xD˚φpRpz, Zqq, Xy “ xRpz, Zq, DφpXqy “ TrZrXpzq, Apzqs ` TrZrLpzq, Y pzqs
“ Tr rApzq, ZsXpzq ` Tr rZ,LpzqsY pzq.
Assuming that the matrix Z belongs to the centralizer CpLpzqq of Lpzq, we have
D˚φpRpz, Zqq “ Rpz, rApzq, Zsq . (22)
From the latter formula it follows that for every z P C the subspace Rpz, CpLpzqqq Ă TL˚PJd pglnq
is invariant with respect to the operator D˚φ. Using this observation, we explicitly construct the
eigenvectors of D˚φ.
Formula (14) defines a non-vanishing meromorphic vector-function hL : Γ Ñ Cn on the Riemann
surface Γ such that LhL “ µhL. In a similar way, one constructs a non-vanishing meromorphic vector-
function ξL such that L
˚ξL “ µξ, where L˚ is the dual of L (i.e., the transposed matrix). Notice that
since rL,As “ 0, there exists a meromorphic function ν on Γ such that
Ah “ νh, A˚ξ “ νξ . (23)
Now, let Pj P E be an essential double point of the spectral curve, and let P`j , P´j be the corre-
sponding points on the Riemann surface Γ. Consider X`j , X
´
j P TL˚PJd pglnq given by
X`j “ RpλpPjq, hpP´j q b ξpP`j qq, X´j :“ RpλpPjq, hpP`j q b ξpP´j qq.
(Here we assume that the normalization of h and ξ is chosen in such a way that these functions are
finite at the points P˘j .) Then from formulas (22) and (23) it follows that
D˚φX
˘
j “ ˘pνpP´j q ´ νpP`j qqX˘j .
Now, to complete the proof of Lemma 5.11, it remains to show that
νpP´j q ´ νpP`j q “ xφ, ωjy8 ,
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where ωj is a differential on Γ which is Λ
1-regular everywhere except the points P˘j , and such that
ResP˘j
ωj “ ˘1 . We have
νpP´j q ´ νpP`j q “ ´ResP`j νωj ´ ResP´j νωj
“
ÿn
i“1 Res8i νωj `
ÿ
tQ˘i uPΛ
´
ResQ`i
νωj ` ResQ´i νωj
¯
,
(24)
where Λ is given by (10). Now the key observation is that since for any tQ˘i u P Λ the corresponding
double point of the spectral curve is non-essential, we have hpQ`i q “ hpQ´i q, and, therefore, the function
ν is Λ-regular. Thus, the latter sum in (24) vanishes. To compute the former sum, notice that
φpλ, Lq` h “ νh, φpλ, Lqh “ φh ,
so
pφpλ, Lq ´ φpλ, Lq`qh “ pφ´ νqh ,
and it follows that ord8i pφ´ νq ě 1. Therefore, we have
νpP´j q ´ νpP`j q “
ÿn
i“1 Res8i νωj “
ÿn
i“1 Res8i φωj “ xφ, ωjy8 ,
ending the proof.
6 Proofs of the main theorems
6.1 Rank and non-degeneracy: proof of Theorem 3.3
From Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.4 it follows that
rankL “ dimOpLq “ dim PicpΓ,Λ1q “ 1
2
dnpn´ 1q ´ |EL| .
Now, the desired formula corankL “ |EL| follows from
Proposition 6.1. All symplectic leaves of the Poisson bracket (4) have dimension dnpn´ 1q.
Proof. The corresponding Poisson tensor Π, considered as a map TL˚PJd pglnq Ñ TLPJd pglnq, reads
ΠpY q “ rL, Y s`, where, as in Section 2.2, we identify the tangent space to TLPJd pglnq with the space
of matrix polynomials of the form (1), while the cotangent space TL˚PJd pglnq is identified with the space
of Laurent polynomials of the form (2). To find the dimension of the symplectic leaf containing the
point L, we describe the kernel of the Poisson tensor Π at L, i.e. solve the equation
rL, Y s` “ 0 . (25)
To begin with, observe that for every polynomial φpλ, µq of degree at most d´1 in λ and at most n´1
in µ, the matrix
Y pλq “ λ´dφpλ, λ´dLq` (26)
is a solution of equation (25), and all these solutions are pairwise distinct. Thus, the dimension of
the kernel of Π is at least dn. On the other hand, it is easy to see that equation (25) cannot have
diagonal-free solutions, so by the dimension argument it must be that dim Ker Π “ dn, i.e. all solutions
of equation (25) have the form (26). Thus, the dimension of the symplectic leaf containing L is equal
to
dim Im Π “ dimPJd pglnq ´ dim Ker Π “ dnpn´ 1q ,
as desired.
Now, we prove that under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 the singular point L is non-degenerate.
In the Poisson setting, it is convenient to prove non-degeneracy using the following criterion, which is
a reformulation of Corollary 4.2 of [11]:
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Lemma 6.2. Let M be a Poisson manifold, and let S Ă M be a generic symplectic leaf. Let also
H Ă OpMq be such that the restriction of H to S is an integrable system. Further, let x P S be a singular
point of corank k for the restriction of H to S. Consider the vector space Hx “ tH P H | XHpxq “ 0u.
Then x is non-degenerate if and only if there exist 2k non-zero cotangent vectors ξ˘1 , . . . , ξ
˘
k P Tx˚M
and k linearly independent functionals α1, . . . , αk P Hx˚ such that for each H P Hx, we have
pDXHq˚ξ˘j “ ˘αjpHqξ˘j .
Furthermore, in the real case the type of a non-degenerate point x is pke, kh, kf q where ke is the number
of pure imaginary αi’s, kh is the number of real αi’s, and kf is the number of pairs of complex conjugate
αi’s.
To apply this result in our setting, notice that by Lemma 5.1 the space of vector fields of the form (7)
vanishing at L can be identified with the orthogonal complement ΩpΓ,Λ1qK to ΩpΓ,Λ1q with respect
to the x , y8 pairing. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.11 there exist meromorphic differentials ω1, . . . , ωk P
Ω1mpΓq, and non-zero X˘1 , . . . , X˘k P TL˚PJd pglnq such that for any φ P ΩpΓ,Λ1qK, we have
D˚φX
˘
j “ ˘xφ, ωjyX˘j .
Further, the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that the mapping
Crλ˘1, µs Ñ pΩ1pΓ,Λ1q ‘ spanxω1, . . . , ωkyq˚
induced by the pairing x , y8 is surjective. But from this it follows that the mapping
ΩpΓ,Λ1qK Ñ pspanxω1, . . . , ωkyq˚
induced by the same pairing is surjective as well. The latter is equivalent to saying that functionals
of the form x , ωjy8 are linearly independent on ΩpΓ,Λ1qK. Now, non-degeneracy of L follows from
Lemma 6.2. Thus, Theorem 3.3 is proved.
6.2 Williamson types: proof of Theorem 3.14
By Lemma 6.2, the type of L is given by the number of pure imaginary, the number of real, and the
number of pairs of complex conjugate functionals φ ÞÑ xφ, ωjy8. To find these numbers, consider the
antiholomorphic involution Γ Ñ Γ induced by the involution τ on the spectral curve. We denote this
involution by the same letter τ . In what follows, we will need the following straightforward result.
Proposition 6.3. Let Γ be a Riemann surface endowed with an antiholomorphic involution τ , and let
ω be a meromorphic differential on Γ. Let also P P Γ. Then
ResP ω “ ResτpP q τ˚ω . (27)
Now, assume that Pj is an L-essential isolated point of the spectral curve, and let P
˘
j be the
corresponding points on the Riemann surface Γ. Then the involution τ interchanges P`j with P
´
j , and
from formula (27) it follows that τ˚ωj “ ´ωj modulo a Λ1-regular differential. So, we have
xφ, ωjy8 “
ÿn
i“1 Resτp8iq τ
˚pφωjq “ ´
ÿn
i“1 Res8i τ
˚φωj
where we used that the set t81, . . . ,8nu is invariant under τ . Further, by Proposition 2.16, for real
forms of non-compact type, we have τ˚φ “ φ, so
xφ, ωjy8 “ ´xφ, ωjy8 ,
which means that each essential isolated point gives rise to an elliptic component. On the other hand,
by the same Proposition 2.16, in the compact case we have τ˚φ “ ´φ, so
xφ, ωjy8 “ xφ, ωjy8 ,
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τˆa` b?´1 “ µ1 µ2 “ a´ b?´1
µ3 “ c
Figure 5: The graph associated with a Cartan subalgebra of gl3pRq.
which means that in this case each essential isolated point corresponds to a hyperbolic component.
Analogously, if Pj is an essential self-intersection point, then τ˚ωj “ ωj , therefore Pj gives rise to a
hyperbolic component for real forms of non-compact type and to an elliptic component for real forms
of compact type.
Finally, it is easy to see that a pair of essential double points interchanged by τ always leads to a
focus-focus component. Thus, Theorem 3.14 is proved.
7 Examples
7.1 Shift of argument systems
As an example, we consider polynomial matrix systems on degree one polynomials in PJ1 pgq, where g
is a real form of glnpCq. These systems are known as shift of argument systems. They were introduced
in [32] as a generalization of the multidimensional free rigid body equation considered in [30].
Fix g and J P g, and consider rank zero singular points of the polynomial matrix system on PJ1 pgq.
These points are given by matrix pencils of the form L “ L0 ` λJ , where L0 lies in the Cartan
subalgebra t containing J (see Example 3.6). Since J can be diagonalized over C, it follows that the
corresponding spectral curve is the union of n straight lines l1, . . . , ln. Let us assume that these lines
are in general position, so that L is a non-degenerate singular point.
To compute the type of L, notice that the action of the antiholomorphic involution τ on the set
tl1, . . . , lnu depends only on (the conjugacy class of) the Cartan subalgebra t. Namely, consider the
eigenvalues µ1, . . . , µn of an element of t as linear functionals µi : t Ñ C. Then there is an involution
τˆ on the set µ1, . . . , µn given by τˆ : µ ÞÑ µ¯ for real forms of non-compact type, and by τˆ : µ ÞÑ ´µ¯ for
real forms of compact type. Furthermore, from the definition of the spectral curve it follows that the
action of the involution τ on the set tl1, . . . , lnu is the same as the action of the involution τˆ on the set
tµ1, . . . , µnu.
Now, to each Cartan subalgebra t Ă h we associate a complete graph G endowed with an involu-
tion τˆ . The vertices of this graph are eigenvalues µ1, . . . , µn P t˚bC, every pair of vertices is joined by
an edge, and the involution τˆ is the same as above. Clearly, this graph is uniquely determined by the
conjugacy class of t, and vice versa, the conjugacy class is uniquely determined by the graph (however,
not all graphs are possible for a given real form).
Example 7.1. The graph corresponding to the Cartan subalgebra¨˝
a b 0
´b a 0
0 0 c
‚˛Ă gl3pRq
is a triangle with the involution τˆ interchanging two vertices (see Figure 5).
From Theorem 3.14, we get the following proposition.
Proposition 7.2. For the argument shift system on any real form g of glnpCq, all rank zero non-
degenerate singular points have the same Williamson type pke, kh, kf q uniquely determined by the graph
pG, τˆq associated with the Cartan subalgebra t containing J . Namely,
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1. for real forms of non-compact type ke is the number of edges e P G such that τˆpeq “ ´e, and kh
is the number of of edges e P G such that τˆpeq “ e;
2. for real forms of compact type ke is the number of edges e P G such that τˆpeq “ e, and kh is the
number of of edges e P G such that τˆpeq “ ´e;
3. for any real form, kf is the number of pairs of edges of G interchanged by τˆ .
Remark 7.3. Note that Theorem 3.14 can be reformulated in the same way for an arbitrary real
polynomial matrix system and an arbitrary nodal spectral curve. In the general case, the graph G
should be replaced by the dual graph of the spectral curve (see Section 4.1 for the definition of this
graph).
Example 7.4. Let g » gl3pRq, and let t be the Cartan subalgebra from Example 7.1. Then rank zero
singularities of the corresponding integrable system are of focus-elliptic type.
Corollary 7.5. 1. For the argument shift system on un, all rank zero non-degenerate singular points
are of pure elliptic type.
2. For the argument shift system on glnpRq with J belonging to a split (i.e., R-diagonalizable) Cartan
subalgebra, all rank zero non-degenerate singular points are of pure hyperbolic type.
3. For the argument shift system on glkpHq, all rank zero non-degenerate singular points are of type
pk, 0, 2kpk ´ 1qq.
Proof. The first two statements follow from the fact that the involution τˆ in these cases is the identity.
For the third statement, one uses the fact that all Cartan subalgebras in glkpHq are mutually conju-
gate [43]. The corresponding complete graph G has 2k vertices none of which are fixed by τˆ , so the
result follows from Proposition 7.2.
Remark 7.6. The first two statements of Corollary 7.5 have been recently obtained by T. Ratiu and
D. Tarama by means of direct computations (see [35] for the first statement and [44] for the second
statement).
The interest in singularities for shift of argument systems comes from the fact that these systems
can be interpreted as integrable geodesic flows on the corresponding Lie groups, or, in V. Arnold’s
terminology, as generalized rigid bodies. Rank zero singular points described in Corollary 7.5 correspond
to relative equilibria (i.e., steady rotations) of these rigid bodies. The problem of computing their
types is of interest, in particular, in view of the classical Euler theorem saying that steady rotations
of a free (three-dimensional) rigid body about the short and long principal axes are stable (elliptic),
while rotations about the middle axis are unstable (hyperbolic). As follows from Proposition 7.2, for
rigid bodies related to polynomial matrix systems, this kind of behavior is not possible: all their zero
rank singularities are of the same type. This difference can be explained by the fact that polynomial
matrix systems come from the usual loop algebra of gln, while the classical rigid body is related to
the twisted loop algebra. A detailed study of singularities for systems associated with twisted loop
algebras (including the free rigid body and its multidimensional generalizations) will be the subject of
our forthcoming publication.
7.2 The Lagrange top
Our second example is the Lagrange top. For a treatment of singularities of this system based on direct
computations, see, e.g., [29, 33].
The Lagrange top is a rigid body with a fixed point placed in a uniform gravity field, such that
the axis through the center of mass and the fixed point is also an axis of symmetry of the body. The
equations of motion for the Lagrange system read#
9M “M ˆ Ω` Γˆ J ,
9Γ “ Γˆ Ω , (28)
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-λ
6ν
m23 ´ 4aγ3 ą 0 m23 ´ 4aγ3 ă 0
-λ
6ν
Figure 6: Real part of the spectral curve for rank zero singular points of the Lagrange top.
where M , Ω, Γ, J P R3 are, respectively, the angular momentum, the angular velocity, the unit vector
in the direction of gravity, and the constant vector p0, 0, aq joining the center of mass with the fixed
point (all vectors are written in body coordinates). The angular momentum and the angular velocity
are related by M “ IΩ, where I “ diagp1, 1, bq is the inertia tensor. The product in (28) is the cross
product of vectors, while the dot stands for the derivative with respect to time.
Remark 7.7. Note that the vector Γ determines the position of the body only up to rotation about
the vertical axis. Thus, system (28) describes the dynamics of the top modulo the rotational symmetry.
Equations of the Lagrange top can be written as a single equation
d
dt
pΓ`Mλ` Jλ2q “ pΓ`Mλ` Jλ2q ˆ pΩ` Jλq ,
which, being reformulated in terms of commutators of 3 ˆ 3 skew-symmetric matrices, coincides with
the Lax representation for the Lagrange top found by T. Ratiu and P. Van Moerbeke [34]. Note that
the corresponding Lie algebra so3pRq » su2 is a real form of sl2pCq, so the Lagrange system fits directly
into the framework of the present paper. However, in order to apply Theorem 3.14, one needs to replace
the three-dimensional representation of su2 with the fundamental representation (cf. Section 2 of [20]).
This leads to the Lax representation 9L “ rL,As, where
L “
ˆ ?´1pγ3 `m3λ` aλ2q γ1 `?´1γ2 ` pm1 `?´1m2qλ
´γ1 `?´1γ2 ` p´m1 `?´1m2qλ ´?´1pγ3 `m3λ` aλ2q
˙
,
γi and mi are the components of the vectors Γ and M respectively, and
A “ 1
2
ˆ ?´1pb´1m3 ` aλq m1 `?´1m2
´m1 `?´1m2 ´?´1pb´1m3 ` aλq
˙
.
A direct computation shows that A can be written in the form φpλ, Lq`, where φ is given by
φpλ, µq “ pb´ 1q
?´1
4ab
pλ´3µ2 ` a2λq ` 1
2
λ´1µ . (29)
Thus, the Lagrange top is precisely the polynomial matrix system on PJ2 psu2q. The equation (7)
corresponding to the function φpλ, µq given by formula (29) describes the motion of the top itself, while
other choices of φ lead to symmetries of the top. In particular, φ “ λ´2µ gives rise to a rotational
symmetry with respect to the axis of the body (not to be confused with rotations about the vertical
axis which are already modded out).
One can use Theorems 3.3 and 3.14 to obtain a complete description of singularities for the Lagrange
system. Here we only consider the most interesting from the point of view of mechanics rank zero
singular points given by diagonal matrices L. These points correspond to the situation when both the
top and its rotation axis are vertical (this is what kids playing with the top are trying to achieve). The
associated spectral curve CL is
µ2 ` pγ3 `m3λ` aλ2q2 “ 0 .
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The antiholomorphic involution τ on CL is given by pλ, µq ÞÑ pλ¯,´µ¯q, so it is convenient to set
ν :“ ?´1µ. Then the equation of the spectral curve becomes
ν2 “ pγ3 `m3λ` aλ2q2
with the standard real structure pλ, νq ÞÑ pλ¯, ν¯q. This curve is nodal provided that the discriminant
D “ m23 ´ 4aγ3 is not zero. When D ą 0, the spectral curve has two self-intersection points (see
Figure 6), so by Theorem 3.14 the corresponding singular point has elliptic-elliptic type (note that all
double points of the spectral curve are essential since L is a diagonal matrix). When, on the contrary,
D ă 0, both double points are non-real, and we have a focus-focus singularity (cf. Proposition 7.2
saying that in the degree one case the types of all rank zero points are the same). Thus, we have
recovered a classical result that the rotation of a top about the vertical axis is stable provided that the
angular momentum is large enough (m23 ą 4aγ3).
Remark 7.8. When D “ 0, the spectral curve has an A3 singularity. The corresponding bifurcation
under which an elliptic-elliptic point becomes a focus-focus point is known as the (supercritical) Hamil-
tonian Hopf bifurcation. We conjecture that A3 singularities on the spectral curve always lead to this
type of bifurcations.
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